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Table of Code Sections Affected
The following code sections are noted or discussed in this 1974 Review.
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Table of Code Sections
CIVIL CODE
Section No. Effect Page








812.5 (N) - 362
1099 - - (N) 381
1632 (N) - 163
1689.7 (A) - 167
1714.1 (A)_ 422
1730.5 (N) - 173
1795.5 - - (A) 241
1795.6 - - (N)_ 39
1795.7 (N) 239
1810.6 (A) - 175
1812 (R) 195
1862 (R) 374
1951.3 (N) - -_372
1980-1991 - (N) - 374
2290.1 (A) - -147
2290.7 (A) - 147
2924c (A) __ 67
2941 (A) - 365


























CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
85 (N)_ 212 477 (R) - 195
117g (A) 213 478 (R)-195
353.5 (N) - 137 481.010-492.090 -(N)-- -195
386.6 (A) 233 500 - (N)- 195
396 (A) 225 501 (N)-195
396b - -(A) 225 537-553.5 - (R)-195
399 (A)- -225 581 (A).. 225
409.6 (A) - 364 581b- (R) 225
409.7 - - (N) - 364 674 .(A) 207
412.20 (A) 218 682a (A).----195
415.47 (N)_ 372 682b (N).._._213
425.10 (A) 216 683 (A)- 213
425.11 (N)_ 216 684.2 (N) - 195
428.60 (A) 224 688 (A)-195
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Table of Code Sections




































127 (A)--186 15532 (N)-187
3301 (A)-186
EDUCATION CODE
91 (N)-306 '13483.05 (A) 310
10606 - -(A) 422 13483.30 (A)-310
10751 (A)-308 13520.5 (N)-311
10756 (N)-308 13524 (A)-195
10760 (N)-308 16676 (N)-248
10761 (N)-308 21112 (A)-195
12405-12407 -(A) -312 25429.5 (N)-313
13413 (A)-309
ELECTIONS CODE
310 -(A)-317 23527.5 (A)-317
321 (A)-317 23554 (A)-317
450 (A)-317 23555 (A)-317
6555 (A) 319 23557 (A)-317
12058 (N)-315 27004 (RN) 316
12059 (N)-315 27005-27008 -(N)-316
16100.6 (N)-319 27217 (N) 316
18603 (A)-319 27517.5 (N) 316
23512 (A)-317
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Table of Code Sections
EVIDENCE CODE
Section No. Effect Page Section No. Effect Palc
782 (N) . 261 1127d _ _ (N) . 261
919 (A)_ 433 1127e (N) - 266
1070 (A) 84 1158 (A)-221
1103 - (A) 61
FINANCIAL CODE
851 (A) - 137 11200 (A) - 138
1650 (R,N,A)169, 195 11208 (R)_ 195
3144 (A)- 195 11211 _(RN)_ 169
7601 .(A)-138 12206.1 (N)_ 187
7612 (R,N)_ 169 14850 ___(A)__189
7613 (R)_ 169 14905 -(A)__189
7614 (R) - 169 15205 (A) - 189
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CODE
281 (A) - 195 12034 (A) - 246
9201-9262 (N)_ 161 12671 (A)-246
11702 (A)-246 14586 (A)__245
11711 (N) _246 14587 (R)_...245
11904 ('P.N) 246 14622 (A) 245
12002 (A) 246 14622.5 (N)__245
12031 (A)_____246 54431 (A)188



















S680-8691 _ (N) _ 398
11126 _ _(A) _ 386
12164 - (A) - 186
12185 (A) - 186
12186 (A)__186
12187 (R)__186
12189 (R) - 186
12200 - -(A) - 186
12201 (RN) -186
12202 (RN) _186
12202.5 (R) _ 186
12203 (R,N) _186
12204 (A) - 186
12204.5 (R) _ 186
12205 (A) -. 186
12209 (N) _ 186
12530-12532 -(A) 190
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Section No. Effect Page
27491.25 .(A)--291
51050 (A). 361












68097-68097.2 -. (A) -236
68097.5-68097.7 -(A) -236
68097.9 - (A) 236
68097.10 v (A) 236
69801 (N) -281
HARBORS AND NAVIGATION CODE
495.1 (A) - 195 594.5 (A) - 195
495.2 (R) - 195
HEALTH AND
306.6 (N) - 392
437.10 (N) 395
445 (A)-190
1319 (N) - 397
1600.1 (A) - 161





7180-7182 - (N)_ 431




11100 (A) - 256
11101 (A) 256
11102 - (N) 256









19818 (N) -- 244
19870-19877'-- (R) 329
25863 - -(A)- - 363
26668-26668.9 -(N)---193
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481 (.A) - 341













1684.5 - (N)_-_ 354
1690 (A)-354
1720.2 (N) - 166
2630 (R)-324
2630.5 (R) __ 324
MILITARY AND
980 (A)-376












































976 - (A)-.. 269
977.1 (N) ----- 273
987.8 -(A)-.. .271
1000.4 (A) 288
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259-259.2 - (R) -_-_136








Section No. Effect Page
2625 (N) 292


































3423 (A) - 363 9024 (A) -318
4179 (A) 363 9135 (A) -- 318
5001.5 (A)_ 328 9140 (R) -318
5078.9 (R) 357 9145 (A) -318
5093.30-5093.40 -(N) 328 9164 (A) -318
9023 (A) - 318 9200 (A)- 318
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Table of Code Sections
Section No. Effect Page
9201 (R) - 318
9207 - - (R) - 318
10000-10002 -(R) 357
10020-10022 -(R) - 357
10040-10043 - (R)- -357
21100 - - (A) - 329
Section No. Effect Pare
21108 - (A) - 331






454 (A) - 387
796 -(N) - 387




422 (A) - 361
426 (A) - 361
828.5 - -(N)_ 412
868 (A) .412
1815.3 - - (N)- _410
1815.4 - - (R)_ 410
1815.6 (R)_ 410
1815.7 - - (R)_ 410
1815.8 (,R) -_ .410
2914-2921 - (A)_ 416
2951-2963 - (N)_ 416
3006 - (N)_ 416
4831 (A)_ 411
4836.5 (A) _ 411
6282.1 (R) - 355
6479 - (A)_ 418
6486 (A) - 418
6713 - (A) - 195
7058 (N)-...418
7493 (A) _ 418








12819 - -- (N)-- -387
16477 -(N) 387






12680 (A) - 195
13953 (A).- _414
13954 (A). 414
14672 (A) - 413
15552 -- (A). 414
15553 (A)- 414




17299.1 - (N)-- -361
18001 (A) _419
18052.2 - (N)-.. .361
18833 (A) - 195
19286 (A)- 406






24436.5 (N) - 408
24441 N).....361
24916.2 (N) - 361
26251 (A).- 195
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Section No. Effect Page
26453c (A)_ 406
30206 (A)_ 418
30302 (A) - 195
30456 (N). 418
32271 (A)_ 418
32352 (A) - 195
STREETS AND
186.9 (R) - 398
186.95 (R) - 398
186.96 (R) - 398
6462.1 (A) - 368
6464 (A)_ 368
6501 (A) - 368
































12520.5 -- (N) -354






Selected 1974 California Legislation
1253.5 (N) - 322
CODE
16370 (A)-.336, 344
16371 (A) - 344
16373-16376 - (A) - 344
16377 - .(A) -336
16379 (A) 344
16381 - (A)-344
16430 -- (A) - 336
1,6434 (A) - 336
16480 (A) - 344
16482 (A) - 344
16484 (A) - 344
22705 (A) - 228
22851 (A) . 28
23130.5 - (A) - 346
24014 (N)- .242
27150.8 (N) 349
27160 - (A) - 346
27161 (N) - 349
31401 (A) - 354
31402 (N)_ 354
31403 (N) - 354
38280 (A) - 346
40519 (A) 70
Table of Code Sections
WATER
1225 (A)_ __371
1226-1226.4 - (N) - 371
5101 (A)_ 371




35005 (A) - 317
35107 (A) - 317
71689.5 - (.A) - 195
71922 - (A) 370
71925-71927 - (R)- -370
71930-71934 -(R,N)--370
WELFARE AND INSTITUTIONS CODE
564 (A)_ 345
1752.5 (R) 393
1790-1799 - (N) - 393
1834 - - (A) - 195
5008 - - (A) 273
5325 (A) - 434
5326 - - (A) 434
5326.3-5326.5 -(N). 434
5255 - - (A) - 144




12151 (A) - 300
12200 - (A) - 300
12300 (A) - 300
12302 (A) - 300
12303 (A) - 300
446
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